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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall show that every infinite factor M with separable 
predual contains an injective subfactor R that determines the isomorphisms 
of M: if 4, $: M + N are isomorphisms onto and 4 1 R = Ic/ 1 R then I$ = $. 
Note that, by Connes theorem [4], one can replace R by a a-weakly 
dense matricial C*-subalgebra. However, not every isomorphism of R 
extends to M (if we preassign the range) although it always extends (by the 
definition of injectivity) to a completely positive map of M. 
Our result is a corollary of a stronger theorem to the effect that R is sim- 
ple in M in the sense that the restrictions to R of the natural left and right 
actions of M on L’(M) are jointly irreducibly, as we explain below. 
This structure is completely new. Even in the examples no such subfactor 
was known to exist nor is it clear how to construct it other than in our 
way. 
Moreover our construction is canonical, upon the initial choice of a cer- 
tain state of M (and a type I subfactor, but this is uniquely determined 
modulo inner conjugacy in M), and is obtained by an analysis of the joint 
modular structure for an inclusion of von Neumann algebras (which 
ultimately relies on the theory of natural cones [29, 32, 1, 2, 121). 
For the sake of clarity we outline separately in more detail the two main 
strands of this work. 
The Canonical Endomorphism. Let A c B be an inclusion of von 
Neumann algebras (we assume B is a factor) and o a faithful normal state 
of B such that the natural embedding of L’(A, o) in L2(B, o) is surjective. 
As a corollary of the Tomita-Takesaki theory [29] the unitary r=J,J, 
implements a canonical endomorphism of B into A, denoted by yW: B -+ A, 
leaving o invariant. The endomorphism y, has been studied in [ 193. 
The leading idea is that y,,, is analogous to the modular group cr* (of a 
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von Neumann algebra) and should therefore contain structural infor- 
mation. 
(a) y, is trioiul ifS A = B. This straightforward property means that 
yw measures the difference between A and B. (Compare: cr$ is trivial if Ic/ is 
a trace.) We shall also show how yw determines A. 
(b) yw satisfies a Radon-Nikodym theorem. yw: B -+ A and 
yo: B + C are inner conjugate in B provided A and C are inner conjugate 
in B. A generalized converse is also true. (Compare with the Connes 
cocycle Radon-Nikodym theorem (see [ 3 ] ). ) 
(c) y,: B-P A’ A B is inner (when definable) z&f the inclusion A c B 
splits. (Compare: a* is inner iff the algebra is semifinite.) This is the key 
result, a consequence of (b). Here inner means implemented by a Hilbert 
space in B [24] and split means that A and B generate a W*-tensor 
product [7,9]. In particular the innerness of y,,, is a property dual to the 
existence of a normal conditional expectation. 
(d) If w is a standard state, then y, is ergodic. (Compare: if a* is 
ergodic, the algebra is a III,-factor or trivial.) Thus a standard W*- 
inclusion [9] is analogous to a III,-factor and, if split, to a I-factor. Much 
of the richness of the structure comes from this twofold aspect (which also 
explains why local observable algebras, originally conjectured to be type I 
factors, were later recognized (or expected) to be III,-factors (see 
Cl 1, ml).) 
Simple Injective Subfactors. Let M be a factor acting standardly on a 
Hilbert space YE’. We shall say that a subfactor R of A4 is simple if 
R v JRJ= B(X) 
for some (equivalently for every) modular conjugation J of M. This 
definition is the natural factor counterpart of the classical notion of a sim- 
ple maximal abelian *-subalgebra A of M (A v JAJ is maximal abelian in 
B(X)) whose origin can be traced back to Ambrose and Singer and whose 
interest mainly relies on the connections with ergodic theory. It is still an 
open problem whether all factors admit a simple MASA [14]. 
We shall show that every infinite factor M with separable predual con- 
tains a simple injective subfactor. This cannot occur in the finite case since 
a proper simple subfactor cannot be the range of a normal conditional 
expectation. 
A crucial property shared by simple subfactors R c M is that they are 
rigid in A4 in the sense that they determine the isomorphisms of M; 
equivalently R separates Aut(M). Note that R separates Inn(M) iff 
R’ A M = Cl, hence we have a stronger form of a result in [ 191. 
In other words a rigid subfactor R of M must have trivial relative com- 
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mutant in M. When M is a subfactor of a factor N suitably related to M, it 
seems to be the case that R has trivial relative cornmutant in N as well. An 
example of this is seen in the situation where N is the crossed product of M 
by a discrete outer action. For this case N has the Dixmier property with 
respect to M: if x E N 
conv{uxu*,uEU(M)}~“‘nQ:l #@, 
a property recently considered in [ 131 for the case of a one-parameter 
automorphism group. 
Another consequence is that, for any infinite factor M, with M, 
separable, there exist injective factors R, S such that R c Mc S and 
R’ A S= Cl. One can deduce from this the derivation theorem [26, 151, in 
the separable case, by Kadison’s argument for the injective case [15]. 
Choosing n = (A, B, Q), a standard split IV*-inclusion with B = M, R is 
generated by the Hilbert space in B implementing yo: B + A’ A B. In par- 
ticular R is generated by N, [19] and an isometry which normalizes it. 
The structure which appears is analogous to the Cuntz algebra 0, [6]. 
As a final comment we note a loose analogy of our situation with the 
structure given by lattices in (semisimple) Lie groups, which often deter- 
mine the isomorphisms (much stronger results hold there with rank 
hypothesis, see [27, 211). 
We include in the last section sample problems raised by this paper. 
1. A RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove a RadonnNikodym theorem for the 
canonical endomorphism, which we shall use later. 
Let A c B be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert 
space J’? and 52, 5 cyclic separating (unit) vectors for both A and B (note 
that such vectors always exist in L*(B) by [8], if A is properly infinite and 
B, is separable). Denote by J& the relative modular conjugation of A with 
respect to 5, Sz [l, 2, 121 (namely, J& is the phase of the closure of the 
antilinear operator at + a*Q, a E A) and analogously for Jtn; we also put 
Ji = Jfi.a = J, and so on. The unitary 
I- =JAJB R R R 
implements a canonical endomorphism of B into A 
y,(b) = f,bG, b E B. 
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In this paper the symbol yn: B + A will always mean that ya is the 
canonical endomorphism of B with respect to A and 52 as above. Since y0 
depends only on the state o = ( .sZ, Q) of B, we shall also use the symbol 
yw: B -+ A. Note that Z-‘z implements yn: A’ + B’. We put 
by the implementation properties of J& and J& [ 1, 21 it follows that fQ,, 
implements yc: B + A and r& implements ya: A’ + B’. 
1.1. THEOREM. The unitary u = rD.;rz belongs to A and satisfies 
y,(b) = uydb) u*, be B. 
Proof: By the above remarks it is clear that ad(u) o ya = ye. We have 
u=m,;r;:=J~,,J~,,J::J~ 
=JA JAJAJBJBJB JBJA 
<.a a R R R n.5 Q n 
= cQwj*r; = UY,(W*) E A 
where u-J&J~EA and wsJi,Jg~B by [1,2]. 1 
1.2. COROLLARY. Let A,, AZ be inner conjugate von Neumann sub- 
algebras of B and 52, a cyclic separating vector for A, and B (i = 1,2). The 
canonical endomorphisms ya,: B + Ai are inner conjugate: 
Ynz = UYQ,(~ 1 u* 
for some unitary u E B. 
Proof Let v E B be a unitary with VA, v* = A,. The vector < = r&2, is 
cyclic separating for A2 and B and yc: B -+ A, is given by ye = ad( y,,, 
therefore we may assume A, = A, and the corollary follows by 
Theorem 1.1. 1 
Denote by yn,<: B + A the endomorphism of B implemented by J;‘Ji. 
The above corollary extends to this endomorphism and has the following 
converse. 
1.3. PROPOSJTION. With yn,<: B + A as above and u a unitary of B, there 
exists an endomorphism of B of the form yn,,;,: B + C with yn,,e, = ad(u) Y~,~. 
Proof. This follows by the unicity of the modular conjugations setting 
C = uAu*, l-2’ = I.&, 5’ = ~5. 1 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Let ?8 be the Cuntz algebra 0, and d c 98 the natural 
AF subalgebra [6]. Take a factor representation n of &? with 
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x(d)’ A rc(a)” # Cl. The natural endomorphism p0 of 3 extends to an 
inner endomorphism p of B - n(g)“. With A = rc(&‘)“, we have 
BP=(x~B,p(x)=~x}=B’r\ B=Cl 
/‘j\‘(B)=,4 A B#@l 
” 
therefore, by [ 19, Corollary 2.21, p is not a canonical endomorphism of B. 
But if y, is an inner canonical endomorphism of B (which exists by 
Theorem 3.1) p is an inner perturbation of y,, by Proposition 2.3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON INNER ENDOMORPHISMS 
We collect here some preparatory material on inner endomorphisms. 
References for the notions in this section are [ 10, 241. 
Let M be a factor with separable predual and denote by z(M) the 
family of Hilbert spaces in M. A (unital, normal) endomorphism p of M is 
inner if it is implemented by some HE X(M) and in this case we put 
p=pH. If (Ui, iEZ} is an (orthonormal) basis of H (thus {viv*, iEI} is a 
partition of the unity of M) one has 
where the series is strongly summable. This map was originally considered 
by J. Dixmier and in [lo]. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. If A4 is a factor and p is an inner endomorphism of M, 
there is a unique H(p) E J?(M) which implements p. 
Proof: Put 
H(p)-~o~M;p(x)o=xu,x~M}, 
then H(~)G X(M) because u*wEZ(M) = Cl for all u, WE H(p). By [24, 
Lemma 2.21, H(p) implements p. If HE X(M) also implements p, then 
Hc H(p) and thus H= H(p) since the left support of H must be 1. 1 
Recall now the definition of 
(H, K)-lin. span(uw*; UEH, WEK}-- 
(a-weak closure) for H, KE X(M). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. (a) If p is an inner endomorphism of M, there is a 
unique type I factor N c M with N’ A M = p(M). 
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(b) If N c M is a type I factor and N’ A M is properly infinite, there 
exists an inner endomorphism p of M with p(M) = N’ A M. 
Proof: (a) If p is given by p = pH, HE X(B), one has the tensor 
product decomposition M = p(M) @ (H, H) where (H, H) is a factor 
isomorphic to B(H) [24], and this easily entails (a) with N = (H, H). 
(b) Take KEX(M) with dim N,=dim N, N, = (K, K) (A4 is 
properly infinite). By (a) NO A M= p,(M), thus both N and N, have 
properly infinite relative commutants and there exists a unitary u E A4 (see 
[7]) with uN,u* = N. With p-zqK(.) U* and H= uKEX(M) we have 
p=pH and 
p(M)=up,(M)u*=u(Nb A M)u*=N’ A M. 1 
2.3. PROPOSITION. If H, K E z(M) have the same dimension, there exists 
a unitary ue(K, H)cMsuch that pK=ad(u)op,. 
ProoJ: Let {vi, iE I) and { w,, i E I) be bases for H, K. It is easily seen 
that the series 
EC Will,* 
is strongly summable and defines a unitary u E (K, H) which satisfies 
uvj = wj, i E I, 
hence K = uH and pK = up,(. ) u*. 1 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let p, ye be endomorphisms of M with the same range 
and p inner. The following are equivalent: 
(i) q is inner, 
(ii) p ~ ’ 0 q is an inner automorphism of M. 
ProoJ: (i) =s- (ii). Let H, KE H(M) implement p and 4 respectively and 
choose bases {vi, ie I)- and { wi, ie I} for H and K. With ei = vivT, 
fi E wiwT the families {e,, ie I}, (f;, ie Z} form partitions of the unity by 
minimal projections of the type I factor N with N’ A M = p(M), therefore 
there exists a unitary u E p(M)’ A M such that ue,,* = f, for all i E Z. Since 
ad(u) 0 p = p, by changing the basis of H we may assume that e, =,f, for all 
iE I. For any fixed je Z, we then have 
P - IO y](x) = w/%/(x) w; 
= 1 w+lixv:wj 
it/ 
= w,%,xv,?wj= ad(u)(x), x E M 
where u E w,*vi is a unitary of M. 
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(ii)=(i). Let u be a unitary of A4 implementing p-’ 0 q and 
HEH(M) with P=P”. With KE HEX and {u,, FEZ} a basis for H, 
we have 
rlc4=Pv- 0 q(x) = p(uxu*) 
=~,v;uxu*o:=p,(x), XEM. 1 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Ler h4= M, @M, and n,, nz be endomorphisms of 
M, and M,. Then g = yl, @ ylz is inner iff both n, and nz are inner. 
Proof We assume that qi(Mi)’ A M,, i = 1, 2, are properly infinite (the 
rest follows easily). If ‘I,, qr are inner, q is obviously inner. Conversely let q 
be inner and let N c M be the unique type I factor with N’ A M = q(M). 
Since 
vl(W’ * M=(rl,(M,)’ * M,)O(r*(M,)’ * M*)v 
N = N, ON, where Ni is a type I factor and N: A M, = qi(Mi). Choose by 
Proposition 2.2 an inner endomorphism pi of M, onto N: A M,; then 
p-p,@pz is inner and p-‘~yl=p;’ ~~,@~pz’~~~ belongs to Inn(M). By 
[ 161, p,: I 0 yli E Inn(M,) and ‘I,, v2 are inner by Proposition 2.4. 1 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SPLIT PROPERTY 
The following theorem is the main result in this section. It shows in par- 
ticular that a standard inclusion of factors (A, B, Q) is split iff ya: B + 
A’ A B is inner. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let A c B be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras. 
Assume A’ A B is properly infinite and B is a factor with separable predual. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i ) the inclusion A c B is split; 
(ii) for every vector Q (in L*(B)) jointry cyclic separating for A’ A B 
and B, yo: B -+ A’ A B is inner; 
(iii) for some vector Q as above, some power y; of yo is inner. 
Proof: The implication (ii)* (iii) is obvious. We now show that 
(iii)=(i) and postpone the proof of (i)* (ii). Since y2 is inner, by 
Proposition 2.1 there is a type I factor N, c B with N:, A B = y;(B). Since 
y”(B) c A’ A B, we have A c y;(B)’ A B = N, (by the normalcy of type I 
factors). Therefore, A c N, c B and A c B is split. i 
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For the next lemmas we consider a standard split IV*-inclusion /i = 
(A, B, Q). Denote by v] = q,, the canonical endomorphism yn: B + A’ A B. 
The canonical type I factor N, of n satisfies (see [9, 191) 
N:, A B = yl( B). 
By Proposition 2.2, we may choose an inner endomorphism p of B with 
p(B)=N;, A B=r/(B). 
We may thus define an automorphism 0 = 0, E Aut( B) (depending on the 
choice of p) by 0 E p ~’ 0 q. Denote by B the class of 0 in Out(B) E 
Aut( B)/Inn( B). 
3.2. LEMMA. B does not depend on the choice of p. 
Proof: Let p1 , pz be inner endomorphisms of B with pi(B) = p2( B) = 
q(B). With O,=p;‘oq and O,=p;‘oq we have to show that 6,=6?. 
Now 
and since p;’ 0 pi E Inn(B) by Proposition 2.4, we have 8, = 0,. 1 
3.3. LEMMA. 0 does not depend on 52 nor on the inner conjugacy class of 
A in B. 
Proof: By Corollary 1.2 q depends on 52 and on the inner conjugacy 
class of A only by inner perturbations. With q0 = ad(u) 0 ye for some unitary 
UE B, by Proposition 2.4 it is enough to construct an inner endomorphism 
p0 of B onto q,,(B) such that 0, = p; 1 0 q0 and 0 belong to the same class 
in Out(B). This is done by p0 = ad(u) 0 p, in fact 
3.4. LEMMA. WithA,-(N,,B,Q)wehaoe8,,=85,. 
ProoJ: Let V,, = J,J, (J, being the modular conjugation of A’ A B, Q). 
Then q,, is implemented by I/,, and we have 
v/l, =J,,,J,=J,; A f3 .I,= V,.zsV,*Js= vf, 
where we have used the formula N> A B = q,(B) = V, BV,*. Since V,, 
implements qn,, we obtain q,,, = q;. Let now {vi, iE Z} be a basis of an 
HE Z(B) implementing p as before with p(B) = r],(B). Then { wjj E 
q,,(ui)ui, (i, j)EIxZ} is a basis of a KEY. We have 
PK(B)=P,,,,,~P(B)=~~~“P”Y~~‘“P(B) 
= rl.JdB)) = v?,(B) = v/,,(B). 
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Choose a fixed pair (i, j)gIxi. With O,,=p,‘~q,,, we then have 
OA,(b)=P,‘otlA,(b)=w~?A,(b) wij 
= vi*rlA(“?) V?ltb) rlAC”i) vj 
=v~vlA(u*rlA(b) vi) us 
=P -‘Oqn”pP’ o rln(b) = @;(b), bEB 
hence k?s = O,,,. 1 
3.5. LEMMA. If A is a type I factor, then 8, is trivial. 
Proof. Since N, and A are both I,,-factors with properly infinite 
relative commutant, N, and A are inner conjugate in B. With A, as above, 
by Lemma 3.3, 0, = 8,,. By Lemma 3.4 
& = gj,, = Q’, 
therefore 0, = id. 1 
3.6. LEMMA. 6, belongs to the center of Out(B). 
Proof: With c1 E Aut( B) we have to show that c( 0 O,,, 0 c( ’ E Inn(B). Let 
U be a unitary implementing IX and put /1, = (a(A), B, Us2); then A, is 
obviously a standard split IV*-inclusion. By the unicity of the modular 
conjugations, it follows that 
‘In, =@0~,0&-’ 
where q,,, denotes yun: B + a(A)’ A B. Let p be an inner endomorphism of 
B onto q,,(B). Then pl-ctopo~P’ is an inner endomorphism of B (if 
P = pH then pz = Pi& and 
P,(B) = UP) = 4vAB)) 
=C?oq,~U -‘(B) = rln,(B) 
so we have 
On,~pl-‘O?n,=““p~“‘~-‘“““?n”G1~’ 
=CIOpO?,~~~‘=cc~O,~a~‘. 
Since A and a(A) are inner conjugate in B (use the split assumption), by 
Lemma 3.3, 6, = a,,=, hence 
8,=8,,==~0,~cr-‘=a”8,~~~’ 
namely, @,, commutes with ail L%E Out(B). 1 
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End of the Proof of Theorem 3.1. We now show that (i)* (ii) (this 
implication does not need the factoriality of B). First we assume that 
A = (A, B, 52) is a standard W*-inclusion. With the above symbols, we 
have to show, by Proposition 2.4, that 0, is inner. By the unicity of the 
modular conjugations, o,,,,,, = 0, @ 0 ,,,. By Lemma 3.5, 8,,, is trivial, 
hence 
By Lemma 3.6, 0, 0 td 1s a central element in Out( B@ B) hence, if (r 
denotes the flip symmetry of B@ B, there exists a unitary u E B 0 B with 
id@@,,=a~(@,@id)~a=ad(u)(O,@id) 
therefore, for all h E B, we have 
which means that id 0 0, is inner, hence 0, is inner [ 161. 
We now remove the condition that Q is cyclic for A. First note that, by 
Proposition 1.1, the innerness of yn: B 4 A’ A B is independent of the 
choice of Q, thus if A is properly infinite we may assume that Q is a stan- 
dard vector for A, B [9]. In case A is not properly infinite we choose a 
standard inclusion of type I factors (F, , F2, <). By the above argument 
ynoC: B@F2+(A’ A B)@(F’, A F2) is inner. Since -j’aoi=ya@~c, it 
follows by Proposition 2.5 that ya is also inner. 1 
The next corollary should be compared with Takesaki’s theorem [30]. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let A c B he an inclusion ?f ,factors wlith separable 
preduals. Assume that A is conormal in B (B = A v A”) and A’ A B is 
properly infinite. The following are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a normal conditional expectation E of B onto A; 
(ii) for some (hence for every) cyclic separating vector Q in L2( B) for 
A, B, ya: B--f A restricts to an inner endomorphism of A; 
(iii) ,for Q as above, the canonical endomorphism of the commutants 
y;2: A’ -+ B’ is inner; 
(iv) with J the modular conjugation of B with respect to Q, A v JAJ is 
a type I factor. 
Proof: By classical arguments (i) is equivalent to the requirement that 
B = A v A” be naturally isomorphic to A @A”; this is also equivalent to the 
split property for the inclusion A c A v B’ and hence to the split property 
for A’ A Bc A’ (see [7]). This last fact is equivalent to (iii) by 
Theorem 3.1 and to (iv) by [9, Theorem 4.11. For the equivalence 
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(ii) o (iii) note first that the restriction of yn: B -+ A to A coincides with 
the canonical endomorphism of A with respect to y,(B) and Q. In fact, 
with r= J, J,, the modular conjugation for y,(B) is TJ,r* and 
fJ,T*J, = r. By the equivalence (i)o (iii) we then deduce that (ii) is 
equivalent to the existence of a normal faithful conditional expectation of 
y,(B)’ = J, BJ, onto A’, or also of B onto J, A’J, = A, that is, to (i). 1 
3.8. COROLLARY. An infinite factor M with separable predual admits an 
outer endomorphism iff M is not of type I. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 every endomorphism of a type I factor is 
inner. Conversely if A4 is not of type I, consider a standard W*-inclusion 
/i = (A, B, Q) where A = MO 1, B = MO F with F a type I factor [9]. /i is 
not split, B is isomorphic to M, and ya: B-+ A’ A B is an outer 
endomorphism by Theorem 3.1. 1 
The interest in the above corollary is in the fact that it is not known 
whether there exists any II-factor with only inner automorphisms. 
By Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 every infinite factor with separable predual 
admits an inner endomorphism that is ergodic in a very strict sense. 
4. SIMPLE AND RIGID SUBFACTORS 
I. Basic Results 
Let A4 be a factor in a standard form on J? z L’(M). We shall say that a 
subfactor R c M is simple if 
R v JRJ= B(X) 
where J is a modular conjugation for M. This definition does not depend 
on the choice of J, since any other modular conjugation J’ of M is related 
to J by J’ = uJu* for some unitary u of M’ [ 1,2, 121. 
More generally, if R has non-trivial center, we may say that R is simple 
in M if (R v JRJ)’ c Z(R) v JZ(R) J. In particular, if R is a MASA of M, 
we recover the classical notion of simple MASA. 
We shall also say that a von Neumann subalgebra R of M is rigid in M if 
R determines the isomorphisms of IV, namely, if 4, $: M -+ N are 
isomorphisms which agree on R, then 4 = II/. 
Denote by Aut(M/R) the subgroup of Aut(M) of the automorphisms 
which restricts to the identity on R. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. (a) R is rigid in M iff Aut(M/R) is trivial; 
(b) in this case, [f aEAut(M) and a(x) = uxu*, SE R, for some 
unitary u of M, then u is inner. 
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Proof (a) If 4, $: M + N are as above, then LY E Ic/ -’ 0 4 E Aut(M/R), 
therefore 4 = t+G if Aut(M/R) is trivial. The converse is obvious. 
(b) if /I= d( ) a u on M, then aIR=plR, thus cc=pEInn(M). 1 
4.2. PROPOSITION. A simple subfactor is rigid. 
Proof: Let R be a simple subfactor of A4 and CY E Aut(M/R). Let U be 
the unitary standard implementation of c1 on L’(M) (which commutes with 
a given modular conjugation J of M). Since CI acts trivially on R, U belongs 
to R’, hence 
UE R’ A JR’J= @I 
and CI is trivial. 1 
We now state our main result, whose proof is postponed. 
4.3. THEOREM. Any infinite factor with separable predual M contains a 
simple injective subfactor R. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Any infinite factor with separable predual contains a 
rigid injective subfactor. 
Proof: Immediate by Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.2. 1 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let M be an infinite factor with separable predual. 
There exist injective factors R, S such that R c M c S and R’ A S = @ 1. 
Proof Let R c M be a simple injective subfactor, and put S = JR’J 
where J is a modular conjugation of M in L’(M). Then R’ A S= 
R’ A JR’J=CI. 1 
4.6. Remark. With minor complications, our methods show that every 
properly infinite von Neumann algebra M, with separable M,, contains an 
injective simple von Neumann subalgebra R with the same center. Setting 
S = JR’J, one has R’ A S = Z(M). 
The following proposition implies that Theorem 4.3 does not extend to 
finite factors. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let R be a simple subfactor of M. If there exists a 
normal conditional expectation E of M onto R, then R = M. 
Proof: First note that E is faithful; in fact the support p of E belongs to 
R’ A M = Cl, hence p = 1. To simplify we assume now that M is a-finite. 
Let o be a faithful normal state of M with o 0 E = w  and represent o by a 
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cyclic separating vector Sz in L*(M). The projection ES [RQ] belongs to 
R’ and commutes with the modular conjugation J of M, hence 
EE R’ A JR’J= Cl 
and E= 1. By [30] we have R= M. 1 
II. Some Consequences 
4.8. THEOREM. Let CC G + Aut( M) be an outer action of discrete group G 
on factor M. If R is a rigid subfactor of M, then R has trivial relative com- 
mutant in N = M x, G. 
Proof. We represent the elements a EN through a weakly summable 
series 
a= C a,U, 
REG 
where a, E M and U, E N implement ~1~. If a E R’ A N, we have for all x E R 
xa = 1 xaR U, = C a, U,x = C a,ol,(x) U, 
R R R 
therefore, for any fixed id # g E G, 
xaR = a,rzR(x), gcG. 
This equation, together with its adjoint, entails 
a,a,*ER’r\ M=Cl 
a,*a,EM&R) A M=cc,(R’ A M)=Cl. 
If aR # 0, by multiplying a by a scalar, we may assume that up is unitary. 
We then have 
CC, 1 R = ad(a,) I R. 
Since R is rigid in M, by Proposition 4.1 this would entail that ag is inner 
on M. By hypothesis this is not possible. We then have ag = 0 for all g # id. 
Thus aER’r\ M=Cl. 1 
Denote by %(. ) the unitary group. 
4.9. COROLLARY. Let M be a factor with separable predual and N the 
crossed product of M by a discrete outer action. Then N has the Dixmier 
property relative to M: for all x E N 
conv{uxu*, use}- nCl#@ 
(a-weak closure). 
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ProoJ: Assume M is infinite. By Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 there 
exists an injective rigid subfactor R of M with R’ A N= Cl. Let 3 be an 
amenable subgroup of ?&(M) with 3” = M (take 3 as the inductive limit of 
unitary groups of matrix algebras) and p a mean on 3. If x E N 
uxu* dp(u)~ R’ A N= Cl 
and we are done. The case where M is finite (or semifinite) follows by [23, 
Theorem 3.2; 2.5, Theorem 2.1.161. 1 
4.10. COROLLARY [26, 151. Each derivation 6 of a von Neumann algebra 
M (with separable predual) is inner. 
Proof: By tensoring with B(X) we may assume M properly infinite (6 
is spatial). Take R c M c S injective von Neumann algebras with R’ A S = 
Z(M) (Remark 4.6). There exists h E S with 6 = [ ., h] on M (take first h in 
B(X) and project it onto S by a conditional expectation). There exists 
k E M with 6 = [ ., k] on R (apply the same argument to the pair M’c R’). 
Then 1z-kER’A S=Z(M), thus hEA4. 1 
Note that the derivation theorem for simple unital (separable) C*- 
algebras also follows easily by the original argument of Sakai [25, 
Theorem 4.1.111 by [ 19, Theorem 6.31. 
III. Proof of the Main Result 
Through this section n = (A, B, Q) denotes a standard split inclusion of 
factors [9] and u] the canonical endomorphism (q = yn: B + A’ A B) 
implemented by the unitary I’= J, J,, with J, and J, the modular con- 
jugations of A’ A B and B with respect to Q. By Theorem 3.1 q is inner. 
4.11. LEMMA. Let HE%‘(B) implement r]. If {vi, iEZ} is a basis of H, 
there exists a basis { wi, i E I) of H with 
V= c w,J,vTJ,. 
,tl 
Proof: We put 
f”,, = 1 v,J,v:J,, 
then VO is a unitary operator implementing 4 on B, therefore 
V* VO E B’, VV,* E q(B)‘. 
Since JB VJ, = V* and J, VO J, = V,*, we also have 
u = VI’,* = J, V* V, J, E J, B’J, = B 
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therefore u E q(B)’ A B = N, and V= uV,. Since uH implements v], by 
Proposition 2.1, uH= H, hence the lemma is proved with w, E MI;. 1 
Let N, be the nth canonical intermediate type I factor for A c B which 
appears in the canonical interpolation chain for A and N, E V:=, N, 
[9, 191. With HE X(B), we shall also put H” as the norm closed space 
generated by products of n elements of H: 
Then H” E X(B) and, if H implements yl, then H” implements r]“. 
We define R, as the von Neumann algebra generated by the unique 
HE Z(B) which implements q (Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.1). Clearly 
R, depends only on A. 
4.12. PROPOSITION. (a) R, is generated by N, and a unitary UE B 
which normalizes N, ; 
(b) R, is an injective subfactor of B. 
Proof: (a) Let HE Z’(B) implement ‘I. By Proposition 2.1 and [ 19, 
Proposition 4.11, since H” implements v”, we have 
N,, = q2”( B)’ A B = ( H2”, H2”), nE N. 
Since (H”, H”)c(H”+‘, H”+‘), we then have 
N,= q (H”,H”)cR,. 
II = I 
Let u be an isometry in H, then R, is generated by all the (H”, H”), n E N, 
and v. We have 
o(H”, H”)u*=e(H”+‘, H”+‘)e 
where e E uu* E (H, H), therefore 
uN,L.I=u(y(H”,H”))u*=eNK,e. 
Let w  E (H2, H2) be an isometry with WM’* = e. Then R,,, is generated by N, 
and the unitary u = w*u and we have 
uN,u*=w*vN,v*w=w*eN,ew=N,,. 
(b) By [19, Theorem 4.21, Nk, A B= Cl. Since R, 3 N,, also 
R> A B= Cl, in particular R, is a factor. Since N,, is injective, by the 
above point (a) R, is easily seen to be injective [4]. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let A = (A, B, S2) be a standard W*-inclusion 
with A a type I factor and B = M [9]. We shall show that R = R,, , defined 
as above, is a simple subfactor of B. By (b) of Proposition 4.12 we then 
obtain the thesis. 
Let HE X(B) implement q and (Y,, i E Zj be a basis for H. By 
Lemma 4.11 
V= c w,J,v,+J, 
I 
with ui, w, E R, therefore 
VE R v J,RJ,. 
By [19, Theorem 4.21, V” weakly converges to E, = [CQ] as n + co, 
hence E, E R v J,RJ,. Since 52 is cyclic for R, we get the thesis by the 
following Lemma 4.13. 1 
4.13. LEMMA. Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilhert space 2 
and Sz E 2 a c-yclic vector,for M. The von Neumann algebra generated by M 
and E, = [CQ] is g(X). 
Proof Let t E .!%(#) commute with M and E,. Since tEQ = E,t we 
have tB = (tQ, Q) Q. Since Q is separating for M’ and t E M’, it follows that 
t= (tQ, Q) 1 is a scalar. 1 
IV. More on Rigidity 
The analysis and the examples in this section are partly known (cf. [31, 
5, 221). 
4.14. PROPOSITION. Let G he a locally compact group and a: G + 
Aut( M) an action on a factor M. Assume M’ A N = Cl, ulhere N z M x, G. 
Then Aut(N/M) is topologically isomorphic to the dual qf G/[G, G]. 
Proof: With any /?E Aut(N/M) we shall construct a character xg of 
G/CC, G]. Let U,, g E G, be the usual unitaries of N. Since U, and fl( U,) 
both implement a, on M, we have A(g)-j?(U,) U:EM’ A N=Cl and 
d: G + U is multiplicative, thus it corresponds to a character xs of 
G/[G, G]. Conversely any homomorphism %: G -+ T determines an 
automorphism BE Aut(N/M) by the equation fi( U,) = n(g) U,, therefore 
the map B--+x~ is onto. i 
More generally, if Z E Z(R) # Cl, then Aut( N/M) is isomorphic to the 
cohomology group HL(G; o&(Z)). 
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4.15. COROLLARY. If G has the property T, then Aut(N/M) is discrete 
abelian. 
Proof. Immediate since G/[G, G] is compact [ 181. 1 
4.16. COROLLARY. There exists a non-injective II ,-factor 
separable predual that contains a rigid injective subfactor. 
M with 
Proof: Choose a non-amenable discrete countable group G with 
[G, G] = G and an outer action c(: G + Aut(R) on the hyperhnite II ,-factor 
R (use, for example, the CAR algebra construction). Then M = R x, G is 
not injective and Aut(M/R) is trivial. 1 
4.17. PROPOSITION. Let MC N be an inclusion of factors on L*(N). Then 
A4 is rigid in N if N’ is singular in M (its normalizer is contained in N’). 
Proof. Since automorphisms of M are spatial, the unitary implemen- 
tations of any MEA~~(N/M) are given by the unitaries in N’ which nor- 
malize M’. 1 
4.18. COROLLARY. Let M be an infinite factor acting on a separable 
L’(M). There exists an injective subfactor R c A4 such that R is rigid in A4 
and M’ is rigid in R’. 
Proof: Let R, be a rigid injective subfactor of M and R 3 R, a maximal 
injective subfactor. R is obviously rigid and we shall show it is singular in 
M. In fact, if u E O?/(M) normalizes R, then R and u generate an injective 
subfactor of M, hence u E A4 because R is maximal injective. 1 
It would be important to know if M also contains an injective regular 
subfactor R (the normalizer of R generates M) with R’ A M = Cl. 
5. ERCODICITY OF y  
For completeness we discuss a general ergodic property of yn, which is 
needed in this paper in the weak form obtained in [19]. 
In the following ,4 = (A, B, Q) is a standard W*-inclusion. Recall that 
yn: B -+ A is ergodic (fixed points are scalars) iff it is mixing and iff 
A,“= , y&(B) = @ 1 [ 19, Proposition 2.1, Corollary 2.21. 
5.1. THEOREM. if Z(A ) A Z(B) = C 1, then yn: B -+ A is ergodic. 
Proof. For notational convenience we prove the following equivalent. 
Let A be as above (possibly Z(A) A Z(B)#@l) and Cc A’ A B be a von 
Neumann algebra with Z(C) A Z(B) = Cl, and Q cyclic for C: then 9 = 
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(yn: B -+ C) is ergodic. With V= J,J, we have to show that B,. E 
A\n V”BV-” = Cl. Set N, - A v J,AJc and note that 
N&A B=(A v J,AJ,)’ A B 
=(A’ A B) A J,A’Jc~JcB’J,= VBV*. 
Let J, be the modular conjugation of V’“BV-‘” (with respect to Q) and 
define by recurrence N, + , = N,, v J,, N, J,, n E N. By induction and the 
equality J, = V 2n’ ‘J, we obtain NL A Bx V’“BV’“, therefore, with N, = 
V,, Nn, we have 
NI, A Bxl\ Vz”BVrn= B,. 
II 
By the same proof of [9, Theorem 8.31, N:, A B is abelian, thus B., is 
abelian. By [ 19, Corollary 2.31, B, is a factor, hence B, = Cl. 1 
5.2. Remark. If 52 is a standard vector, yn determines w  = (.Q, Q), 
since w(h) = weak lim,, _ x r&(h), b E B (by Theorem 5.1). 
5.3. COROLLARY. Jf’ Z(A) A Z(B)=@l, un cr~Aut(A, B) belongs to 
Aut(A) $f it commutes with yn: B + A. 
Proof: If (r~ Aut(/l), the Q-fixing unitary implementation of IX com- 
mutes with J, and J,, hence with f, = J,J,. Conversely if c( E Aut(B) 
commutes with ya: B --+ A, since yn determines o (Remark 5.2), one has 
WOC(=O and cc(A)=A, that is, ccEAut(n). 1 
5.4. Remark. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, let D, be a MASA of N, 
with J,D,,J, = DO and put D + = VzzO q”(D,), D = V~=xpco PD, V-“. It 
follows that D is abelian and V implements a Kolmogorov automorphism 
of D, thus the Lebesgue spectrum of V is % [28] (by a similar argument 
the Lebesgue spectrum of r= J, J, is T whenever A is not a simple subfac- 
tor of B). Since D = D + v J, D + J,, if D were maximal abelian in B(x) 
(say in the split case), D, would be contained in a simple MASA of B. 
6. PROBLEMS AND COMMENTS 
Rigid Subfactors. Let R be the simple injective subfactor of the infinite 
factor M constructed in Theorem 4.3. Is R a maximal subfactor? Is R 
maximal injective? It can be shown that, if M is ITPFI, then N, = R = M 
for some state. Can R be regular in M? Does M have property T with 
respect to R? (See [22].) If R, is analogously constructed, are R and R, 
conjugate in M? If RA, I E [0, 11, is a continuous family (say R, = U,(R), 
CC~ EAut(M)) are R, and R, inner conjugate? (Compare with [27].) Does 
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every c1 E Aut(R) extend to a completely positive normal map of M into M? 
Is the extension unique? Does every II,-factor contain a rigid injective sub- 
factor? The spatial isomorphism class of A v JJJ, is an invariant for a 
IV*-inclusion A c B. What values does it assume if A’ A B= Cl and A is 
injective? Does every simple unital C*-algebra contain a nuclear sub- 
algebra with trivial relative cornmutant? Does it contains a rigid nuclear 
subalgebra? 
Canonical Endomorphism. Is there a characterization of y,, (in analogy 
with the KMS condition)? Is there a good (selfadjoint) notion of crossed 
product by y,? What is the spectrum of I-, = J, J, if A is a simple subfac- 
tor of B? (Cf. Remark 5.4.) What is the essential spectrum of yn (as a linear 
operator)? If B is a type III factor, can one define an index for A c B by 
using y,? 
Old Problems (revisited). If N is the crossed products of M by an !R-ac- 
tion and M’ A N= Cl, does a simple subfactor R of A4 satisfy 
R’ A N= Cl? By [ 131, this would entail the positive solution of Connes’ 
bicentralizer problem [3] in the non-injective case. Is the algebra D in 
Remark 5.4 a MASA of B(Z)? This would show, in the separable case, 
that any infinite factor contains a simple MASA (cf. [ 141). Can one extend 
Corollary 4.10 to show the vanishing of the higher-dimensional 
cohomology groups H”(M, M) [ 16]? 
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